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Executive Summary 
 

Issues and Goals 
 

Party hopping (or in a more neutral term, change of party affiliation) covers a wide range of actions by, 

or developments affecting, lawmakers: voluntary resignation from party, expulsion from party, defying 

party’s instruction in legislative voting, party merger, deregistration of party and, for an independent or 

partyless lawmaker, joining a party.  

Remedies that fail to recognise complexities are likely to be ineffective or even counter-productive. To 

start with, we need to separate two objectives frequently invoked when we think about stopping, 

deterring or neutralising party hopping.  

The first and procedural objective is to restore voters’ control on electoral mandate given to 

representatives, so that a change in the latter’s party affiliation must be consented by voters or risks 

being punished with seat vacancy. This reminds us of the centuries-old debate since Edmund Burke 

argued that parliamentarians are trustees rather delegates of their constituents.  

The second and substantive objective is to preserve the balance of power emerging on an election night, 

so that party labels are stable and predictable until the next election is called. This objective can be 

problematised by two potential developments: first, parties may split and merge; second, when no party 

wins a simple majority and a government is formed through pre- or post-election coalition, coalition 

may be realigned. 

We need to balance both objectives in designing effective and meaningful remedies, which may have to 

come in a package. On the one hand, a singular focus on voters’ consent over lawmakers’ party 

affiliation change may result in lawmakers constantly changing parties yet winning by-elections or 

surviving recall elections, if they can command voters’ loyalty through clientelism. On the other hand, 

preserving election-night balance of power at all cost may prevent parties to undergo necessary split or 

merger to be more effective election and policy machines.  

Considering the complexity in remedying party hopping, we propose following four goals in descending 

order of priorities, 

 Effective legislative oversight; 

 Meaningfully-differentiated parties; 

 Stable governments; 

 Accountable representatives. 
 

The procedural objective is now the lowest goal of ensuring accountability of elected representatives 

while the substantive objective in preserving election-night balance of power is translated into the next 

goal of stable governments. We hold neither of these as an end in themselves but rather just a mean to 

achieve two higher goals in having multiparty competition. The next goal is meaningfully differentiated 

parties, so that voters can choose between different policy packages. The ultimate goal, to which having 

parties offering different policies is a means, is effective legislative oversight on the Executive, 

preventing the emergence of elected dictatorship in between elections.    



Anti-Hopping Law (AHL) and electoral system 
 

We study four sets of AHLs covering different types of lawmakers under four types of electoral system:  

 India covering all its federal and state lawmakers, both elected under First-Past-the-Post (FPTP) 
and nominated by President 

 South Africa covering all its lawmakers, under Closed-List Proportional Representation (CLPR) at 
the national and provincial levels and Mixed Member Proportional (MMP) at the local levels 

 New Zealand covering both its FPTP and CLPR parliamentarians  

 Taiwan covering only its CLPR national parliamentarians under Mixed Member Majoritarian 
(MMM)  
 

Studying India and South Africa, Spiess and Pehl (2004: 217) argue that party defection should be 

analysed from the perspective of electoral system. This is because constituency-based plurality system 

or FPTP and list-based proportional representation (PR) have different principles in representation, 

decision and accountability. 

We find AHL to be compatible with CLPR, in which mandate is given to parties instead of candidates. We 

are also convinced by the logic of proportionality in New Zealand’s AHL that also binds FPTP lawmakers 

– notwithstanding their personal mandate – because MMP is grounded on proportionality. However, 

when mandate is personal as in India’s FPTP, or when proportionality is not the over-arching principle in 

representation as in Taiwan’s MMM, AHL is too costly a tool to build cohesive parties or stable 

governments. AHL gives party leaders powerful control over their MPs, makes backbench revolt 

impossible, and may produce rubber-stamp legislatures when the government commands a solid 

majority. 

In Malaysia, AHL faces two extra obstacles. First, the Supreme Court ruled in 1992 that AHL restricts 

freedom of association for lawmakers, which is ultra vires for state laws. This has nullified state-level 

AHLs in Kelantan and Sabah. Without a change in the Federal Constitution or in the Federal Court’s 

position, this verdict will likely nullify other AHLs including the one introduced by Penang in 2012. 

Second, a standard AHL may not stop government collapses due to coalition realignment like what 

happened to Pakatan Harapan in February 2020.  

 

Recall Election Law (REL) 
 

We study RELs in three different jurisdictions: Taiwan; California, the United States; and the United 

Kingdom. UK’s Recall of MPs Act differs from most RELs in the world in two ways: (a) the grounds to 

initiate a recall are restricted to only law-breaking and misconduct by MPs; (b) it has a very low 

threshold – 10% signatures of voters collected within six weeks – to pass but recalled incumbents can 

recontest. Both the RELs in Taiwan and California do not restrict grounds for recall, have higher 

thresholds than the UK one and bar recalled incumbents from contesting in the by-election. Their main 

difference lies in the Californian innovation of combining by-election with the recall election, where 

voters are asked to choose amongst replacement candidates if the recall is successful. This saves the 

time and energy from having two elections, but it also complicates options for both parties and voters. 



We are convinced that REL can be used to remedy and deter party-hopping under FPTP as in the cases of 

Taiwan, California and the UK. While the existing British REL does not allow for its use on party hopping, 

a new bill - a Recall of MPs (Change of Party Affiliation) Bill 2019-21 - is scheduled for its second reading 

in January 2021. 

 

Other Measures to Stabilise Governments and Strengthen Parties 
 

Strictly speaking, both AHL and REL are means to the procedural objective of restoring voters’ control of 

electoral mandate, not the substantive objective of preserving election-night balance of power. AHL and 

REL do not deter party-hopping and promote government stability if voters do not punish party-

hoppers. The re-election of 11 out of 17 party-hopping lawmakers in the 2020 Sabah state election 

exemplifies this point.  

To prevent government collapses due to defections from government to opposition, the most natural 

solution is for a government with no or only a questionable majority to sign a “Confidence and Supply 

Agreement” (CSA) with some opposition parties. 

By and large, party-hopping incentivised by benefits of being king-makers or government’s new 

cheerleaders is due to the strong hierarchy between three classes of lawmakers in term of power, perks 

and prospects: ministers, government backbenchers and opposition, that one can be seen as a loser to 

for being in opposition. 

To deter party-hopping, rules of the game in “status upgrade” for lawmakers – from opposition to 

government, from government backbenchers to ministers/executive councillors – need to be rewritten.  

First, the differentials between winners (government/ministers) and losers (opposition/government 

backbenchers) in terms of power and resources need to be narrowed. These include 

 assess to Constituency Development Fund (CDF) and other state funds (carrot) 

 risk to prosecution and harassment by law-enforcement agencies (stick) 
 

Second, the quantity of major carrots available for party-hoppers including ministerial posts and 

remunerative political appointment should be capped, collectively known as “expanded payroll vote” 

(Zolgekar, 2019; Wong, 2020). 

Thirdly, parliament/legislature must function optimally to encourage programmatic competition based 

on policy and legislative oversight, so that working hard in their current positions can help 

 opposition to win the next election and be government 

 government backbenchers to join the frontbench 
  

such that they have no need to cross the floor for an immediate “status upgrade.” 

 

 



Nine Recommendations 

 
After considering experiences of six other jurisdictions and conditions in Malaysia, we propose a 

package of nine recommendations to remedy party hopping in Malaysia. 

 

1. Recall Election Law (REL) for Existing FPTP lawmakers 

 
We recommend a limited version of citizen-initiated Recall Election mechanism taking a leaf each from 

Taiwan and UK, which may be introduced separately at both the federal and state levels, with only three 

permitted grounds: 

(a) changing party or coalition affiliation – including independents joining a party – after election; 
(b) conviction for any non-compoundable offences; 
(c) absence in the House for more than 80% of sitting days in a consecutive period of six months, 

leave permission by Speaker notwithstanding  

 

The second and third grounds are to supplement current constitutional provisions that disqualify 

lawmakers if they were to be sentenced by courts to a jail term of a year or a fine of RM 2,000 or if they 

were to be absent without leave from legislative sitting for six months. With this REL, the discretionary 

power to let off law-breaking or truant lawmakers will be transferred from judges or speakers to voters. 

A petition can only be initiated by 1% of registered voters in a constituency and a recall election will only 

be held if the petition is supported by another 10% of voters within eight weeks after the acceptance of 

the petition by the Election Commission (EC). Finally, a recall petition is successful only if it passes both 

these thresholds: 

(a) more consenting votes than dissenting; 
(b) consenting votes exceed 50% of registered voters or the number of votes won by the incumbent 

in the last election, whichever the lower. 
 

The EC will be given one and three weeks respectively to verify the signatures of the 1% initial voters 

and the 10% supporting voters while the petitioners will be given up to six weeks - from the verification 

of the initial 1% signature - to collect the 10% supporting signatures. The EC must conduct the by-

election within two weeks after the 10% supporting threshold is met.  

This stipulates a legal 14-week period for the recall process, starting with the submission of 1% initiating 

signatures. The actual timeline depends on the collection of the 10% supporting signatures. If the 10% 

threshold can be met within a week – likely if the incumbent’s party-hopping has caused the wrath of 

voters – then the entire process can be halved. The period is kept short to deter party hopping. 

We do not recommend the Californian model of combining recall election and by-election, not only 

because it causes complications for both parties and voters, but also because it requires more 

modifications to the current system and provides more excuses to block the introduction of recall 

elections. 



2. Anti-Hopping Law (AHL) for Party-List Lawmakers in Mixed Member Majoritarian (MMM)  

 

We recommend AHL only for lawmakers elected under Closed List Proportional Representation (CLPR) 

and not under First-Past-The-Post (FPTP). CLPR seats should be added to the existing FPTP seats to 

constitute a Mixed Member Majoritarian (MMM) system as in Japan, Taiwan, Italy and Mexico.  

AHL is not recommended for FPTP lawmakers on two grounds. First, it will not address Malaysians’ 

anger and frustration over collapse of pre-election coalition governments which drives the call for AHL 

now. Second, while AHL can curb defection, fragmentation and splintering when parties are weak, it can 

also produce a rubber-stamp parliament or state legislature when the government commands a solid 

majority.  

In contrast, AHL is compatible with CLPR seats as both reinforce party-based representation. Because a 

sizeable portion of CLPR seats can make hung parliaments and post-election coalition governments likely 

the rule than the exception, collapse of pre-election coalitions will also become an insignificant issue. 

Post-election coalitions are also normally too weak to dominate the legislatures. 

Instead of a complete replacement of FPTP with CLPR, we deliberately recommend retention of FPTP 

seats so that popular incumbents still stand a chance to get elected under FPTP even if they are dropped 

as candidates by party leaders.  CLPR will leave party leaders with absolute power in deciding the 

sequence of candidates and may produce powerful parties that survive on communal support and 

suppress dissents within the party. In the worst scenario, such parties may form a solid cartel to 

monopolise and share Executive power and disempower the legislature.  

For the same consideration to allow dissidents amongst FPTP lawmakers, we recommend MMM over 

MMP, in which the logic of proportionality necessitates AHL on FPTP lawmakers. As argued earlier, the 

mechanism to protect voters’ mandate on FPTP lawmakers is through REL. If a high degree of 

proportionality is desired, then the MMM introduced can have 50% or even more of CLPR seats. 

Under its AHL, CLPR seats will be vacated when a lawmaker leaves or is expelled from the party/coalition 

s/he represents in election. It will not apply upon dissolution of a party or coalition, merger of parties, or 

if a lawmaker resigns from his/her party upon his/her election as speaker. 

 

3. Freedom to Recontest after Resignation 

 
We recommend the repeal of Article 48(6) in and Section 6(5) of the Eight Schedule to the Federal 

Constitution and corresponding provisions in state constitutions in states other than Penang so that 

incumbents are free to resign and seek a new mandate in by-election, whether or not it is due to a 

change of party or coalition affiliation.  

 

4. Confidence and Supply Agreement (CSA) 

 

We recommend CSA as the standard practice when governments do not have a solid legislative majority 

to survive confidence and supply votes. This can immediately stablise governments without any changes 



in constitutions and laws. If the CSA can close the differentials between government and opposition 

lawmakers, then it will also reduce the incentives for resource-driven defection of opposition 

lawmakers. 

 

5. Legislative Reform to Empower Non-Executive Lawmakers  

 

We recommend the following, at both the federal and state levels, where applicable: 

 Longer duration of parliamentary and legislative sittings, that MPs should meet around 135-150 
days a year; 

 Select committees to ensure both every ministry/executive portfolio is scrutinised by one 
committee and every non-Executive lawmaker sits on at least one committee; 

 Recognition of Shadow Cabinet with access to key government information; 

 An effective avenue for private member’s bills comparable to the balloting mechanism in the UK 
House of Commons; 

 Multipartisan agenda setting including the provision for non-government business days; 

 Parliament’s own bureaucratic service including a strong research arm to assist all MPs. 
 

6. 5.2.6 Limiting ‘Payroll Vote’ 

 

We recommend the following: 

 Limiting the total of federal government frontbenchers – ministers, deputy ministers and 
parliamentary secretary (if any in the future) – to 50 or not more than 20% of the members of 
Dewan Rakyat (currently 222), whichever is lower. This will cap it at 44 now.  

 Barring all elected representatives from holding any paid position in any agency or company 
owned or controlled by the Federal Government, any State Government or any Local 
Authorities. 
 

7. Equitable Constituency Development Fund (CDF) 

 
We recommend legalised provision of equitable and well-regulated Constituency Development Fund 

(CDF) for all lawmakers at both the federal and state levels.  

 

8. Decentralisation and Elected Local Governments 

 

We recommend the following: 

 Decentralisation for some federal powers to be transferred to the states so that the state 
lawmakers can have more rooms for legislation and policy formulation. Without this, state 
lawmakers will have little space for programmatic competition; and 



 Elected governments for three Federal Territories, divisions for Sabah and Sarawak and local 
authorities in West Malaysia. This will make local governments more responsive and reduce the 
demand on federal and state lawmakers for constituency service and funding.  

 

9. Interparty equality before law and state apparatus 

 

We recommend the following: 

 A Public Prosecution Office independent from the Attorney-General’s Chambers (AGC); 

 Making the Malaysia Anti-Corruption Commission answerable to the Parliament instead of 
Prime Minister’s Department; 

 Expansion of parliamentary privileges to cover federal and state lawmakers from detention 
without trials; and 

 Better safeguards to protect political dissidents from persecution under Emergency. 
 


